Decoding the Antichrist Endorsements
AMAZING! POWERFUL! ANOINTED! In a world constantly looking for the next
“new” thing, Pastor Mark Biltz shows us the prophetic future in the scriptural past! The
depth of his Biblical research and understanding is astonishing and mind blowing! READ
THIS BOOK! Your heart will be READY for whatever comes! You will be forever
changed!
Bodie and Brock Thoene
Pastor Mark Biltz has written a unique and compelling take on the Antichrist, bringing an
analysis from various views to paint a picture of what the end times will look like through
the lens of Scripture as well as contemporary events. This book is an interesting read that
is filled with important information and compelling insights.
Perry Stone
CEO and Founder:
Voice of Evangelism Outreach Ministries (VOE)
Omega Center International (OCI)
International School of the Word (ISOW)
"Decoding the Antichrist and the End Times puts many of the previously missed pieces of
the end time puzzle together. Biltz cuts through the fog of tradition and calcified false
ideas, getting right to the heart of the biblical matter. This book reveals some critical and
previously unknown keys that unlock the truth concerning the last days and the return of
Yeshua. This is an exciting contribution to the study of eschatology that will greatly
benefit all who long for His appearing."
Joel Richardson
New York Times best-selling author, filmmaker
This book is a must read for anyone who seeks the truth. God Blessed Pastor Mark and
anointed him with the ability to decode revelations and see through layers of darkness to
help reveal both the light and the truth.
Haitham K. Besmar
Author “From Deception to the Truth from Allah to God”

Pastor Mark Biltz’s prophetic voice has now taken a brave and giant step
forward in bringing the need for Christianity’s reconciliation back to their Jewish roots as
a clear end-times mandate. Pastor Mark’s sincerity, boldness, and clear yet encyclopedic
knowledge of that which is unknown to Christians will make it a true treasure for any
follower of Jesus!
Rabbi Itzhak Shapira
Founder of Ahavat Ammi Ministries and Yeshivat Shuvu.
This book is like sending fireworks into the night sky! As the world desperately looks for
someone to bring order out of the chaos, we are ripe for a new ‘Solomon’ to come on the
scene and bring about “Peace” in our time. But as Mark Biltz reveals with fresh insight,
the pattern established by King Solomon may in fact be the pattern for the man called the
Antichrist. This totally blew my mind. I cannot wait for the conversations this will spark
when everyone reads it!
Ray Bentley
Author and Pastor of Maranatha Chapel
In Decoding the Antichrist and the End Times, Mark Biltz not only draws our attention to
the importance of connecting the New Testament to its foundation in the Tanakh but also
to the necessity of examining the Scriptures from the perspective of those who wrote
them: the Jews. Biltz zeroes in on key patterns that demonstrate the prophetic significance
of the Feasts of the Lord, rebuilding the Temple, and the regathering of Israel. While
underscoring the historical nature of Scripture, Mark skillfully reminds us that the body of
Messiah still faces challenges in combating replacement theology and a predominantly
Greek mindset. Decoding the Antichrist and the End Times is a book chock-full of twists
and surprises.
Dr. Dinah Dye
Bestselling Messianic author

"Decoding the Antichrist and the End Times by Mark Biltz is the most important
biblically documented work for this generation. Throughout history, God foretold of
events that would occur to the prophets in order to prepare the generations to come. With
so much disinformation about end-time prophecy, Pastor Biltz cuts through the inaccurate
biblical interpretation of past theologians to give us the simple unvarnished biblical
truth. This book is a must read to help us better understand the Hebraic roots of the
Christian faith and the responsibility we have to test everything against His Word."

Laurie Cardoza Moore, Th.D
President & Producer - PJTN.org
ECOSOC NGO Special Envoy to the United Nations - WCICC.org

Mark Biltz's unique teaching style pairs his First Century Church understanding of the
Torah with well-researched historical and contemporary insights! Mark desires to blend
Jewish and Christian points of view in order to prepare believers for what is about to
come. Thank you Mark for tackling this often maligned and misunderstood topic.
Pastor Tom Deuschle
Celebration Ministries International
Once again Pastor Mark Biltz offers amazing and invaluable insight upon the Word of
God for today’s church. From beginning to end, he’ll keep you challenged, thinking, and
tearing through the pages of your Bible. In this book, Pastor Biltz declares, “I’m telling
you, I would rather be wrong and ready than right and unprepared. We need to know the
signs of our times!” To that attestation – and many more like it in this book – I say
“Amen!” Read

this

book.

Your

understanding

of

Gods’

Word

will

be

enriched. Guaranteed!
Pastor Carl Gallups
Sr. Pastor since 1987, Amazon Top-60 bestselling author, and member of the Board of
Regents at the University of Mobile in Mobile, Alabama.

"What Mark Biltz does with this book really calls on Jews, Christians and Muslims to
come out of their devotion to tradition and instead walk the path to seek the Truth even if
it challenges them. If you are at all interested in getting beyond what has been marketed to
the blind masses as end times theology and wanting to search deeper, than this book needs
to be part of your library."
Josh Tolley
Best-Selling Author, Talk-Show Host, Founder of Purple Monkey Garage
"Mark Biltz new book Decoding the Antichrist and the End Times takes the reader on a journey
that explores age old theories, myths and misconceptions and presents scripture as the Key that
unlocks the truth. Replacement Theology which is at it's core Anti-Semitic, is exposed through
a historical perspective that is foundational for the spirit of Antichrist to arise in the last days.
This book is a must read in the hour in which we live!"
Yochanan Marcellino
President, Galilee of the Nations Music and City of Peace Media and Films

"Many know Pastor Mark's teaching as someone who understands times and seasons from a Hebraic lens.
This new book applies that lens to an end time prophecies and conversations that are often muddied with
abstract timelines and guesses about major players. I love the big picture connections he makes about the
seasons of history repeating themselves from a biblical perspective and reminds me of Isaiah saying that
God is "declaring the end from the beginning" (Isa 46:10). For those that that have come to love Pastor
Mark's foundational Hebrew and Torah focused teachings, this book is sure to bring some great
understanding!"
Doug Hershey
Author, Israel Rising
We are in “That Day”that Scripture refers to as the final part of this era. Israel is awakening, the Church
is awakening to Israel, and God is restoring His family to Himself to make way for His end-time plans to
be fulfilled. But this will require adjustment and change on the part of all believers, Jews and Gentiles
alike. Not only to recognize it, but also to be immersed in it.
Mark Biltz’s new book “Decoding The Antichrist And The End Times,” will help you to think along
these lines. It presents some very thoughtful insights on end-times away from a Greco mindset that has
influenced much of our thinking, back into a Hebrew mindset that is important to our understanding for
these most significan days. And with that it helps us to become more aware of things we may have
missed or overlooked beforehand.
Mark Biltz is one of these teachers who is helping us to unlock these times. Very enlightening and
thought provoking - Job well done!
Grant Berry
Author Romans 911 - Time To Sound The Alarm! President/Founder Reconnecting Ministries and
Messiah’s House

